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Spring Sampler Tulip Card  
 

Stamp Sets: Spring Sampler  #125510 (wood)  #125512 (clear) 

  Best of Love  #132987 (comes in clear only) 
 

Ink:     Early Espresso  Classic Stampin’ Pad  #126974 

  Melon Mambo Stampin’ Write Marker  #119702 

  Lucky Limeade Stampin’ Write Marker  #123002 
  

Card Stock: Lucky Limeade  #122926 

  Whisper White  #100730 

  Sunshine & Sprinkles Designer Paper  #126922 

  Note Cards & Envelopes  #107311 
    

Accessories: 1 ¼” Scallop Circle Punch  #127811 

  1” Circle Punch  #119868 

  Melon Mambo 3/8” Striped Organdy Ribbon  #129293  

  3/16” Corner Punch  #119871 

  Stampin’ Trimmer  #126889    

Paper Snips  #103579 

  Glue Dots  #103683      

  Dimensionals  #104430 

  Snail Adhesive  #104332     
       

Cutting Dimensions: 

   

Designer Paper   --- 3 7/8” x 5/8” 

Lucky Limeade Card Stock  --- 1 ¼” Scallop Circle 

Whisper White Card Stock  --- Scrap for 1” Circle Punch 

Ribbon    --- 8” 
 

Assembly Instructions: (It’s helpful to read through all instructions before beginning.) 
 

1. Cut 1” off the bottom edge of the note card with the Stampin’ Trimmer. 

2. Adhere Designer Paper strip to the left folded edge of the card front with SNAIL Adhesive. 

3. Apply SNAIL Adhesive to the one side of both ends of ribbon.  Begin by adhering one end on 

the card front next to the Designer Paper where the tulip decoration will be placed, wrap 

around the card front and adhere the remaining end so it meets the other end of the ribbon. 

4. Lay the Lucky Limeade Scallop Circle where it will eventually be postioned to use as a guide 

for stamping the sentiment (do not adhere yet).  Stamp sentiment in Early Espresso ink onto 

card front. 

5. Use brush tip of the Melon Mambo marker to add ink to the tulip portion of the stamp, then 

add Lucky Limeade ink to the stem.  Stamp image onto scrap of white card stock. 

6. Punch out the tulip using the 1” Circle Punch. 

7. Layer the stamped 1” circle to the Lucky Limeade Scallop Circle with a Dimensional. 

8. Adhere layered tulip to the card front covering the raw edges of the ribbon with twp 

Dimensionals, so that they attach to card stock and not the ribbon.  This will ensure a secure 

hold. 

9. Round corners of right edges of card with the Corner Punch.  You can punch through both 

front and back layers of the card at once. 

10. Optional:  Stamp a decoration onto the envelope. 

  

      Your card is finished…Enjoy!  

 

Order online anytime 24/7 at www.jillfranchett.stampinup.net 


